Press release

Nexans launches Alsecure® Premium,
the safest cable ever
Nexans presents at ECL 2012 the first cable ever with a fire resistance of two hours: the
Alsecure® Premium. Combined with optimized fire behaviour and increased ease of
installation, the unique Alsecure® Premium ensures maximum safety and proves itself a
loyal partner for the rescue teams and installers alike.
Brussels, September 18th, 2012 - Nexans, worldwide expert in the cable industry,
is expanding its broad range of fire safety cables with the Alsecure® Premium, which thanks to its innovative INFIT ™ technology – is the only one on the market to offer a
fire resistance of two hours. This brand new product is put on show at ECL, the largest
trade fair in Belgium for electrical, lighting, automation and building security, which
will take place on 20 and 21 September in Brussels.
"The general relevance of this solution for superior fire resistance is obvious: in a fire it
is literally vital that cables do not fail under extreme temperatures, in order to assure
the fire safety installations (e.g. emergency lighting, sprinklers, extractor hoods, etc.)
and other vital systems remain operational," said Pascal Place, Marketing Manager at
Nexans. "This offers precious time for emergency evacuation and fire fighting, and
consequently more lives can be saved."
Like the other fire resistant cables from Nexans, Alsecure® Premium is also halogenfree and fire retardant (HFFR), allowing to reduce gas, smoke and fire formation to a
minimum. This increases the visibility during evacuations, reduces the risk of
suffocation by toxic gases - which is the biggest cause of death in a fire - and
facilitates the work of fire-fighters. The damage to equipment and infrastructure by
acidic gases is also limited.
Rf 2h ... at last!
Since 1979, hospitals are legally obliged to be equipped with cables with a fire
resistance of two hours (Rf 2h). Ironically, until today that was technologically
impossible: no cable had such a long fire resistance. Alsecure® Premium changes this.
But of course Alsecure® Premium has a much broader applicability than just hospitals:
all buildings where lots of people gather and where evacuation often proves
complicated (e.g. cinemas, schools, shopping malls, office buildings, etc.) benefit of
such a safety measure.

Easy to install
An added plus for installers is a quick and easy installation of the Alsecure® Premium
cables thanks to the INFIT™ technology. This technology combines the known
toughness and rigidity of a traditional Pyrobelca, with strippability and easy
installation. In the event of a fire, INFIT™ transforms the insulation from a flexible
plastic covering to a tough insulating ceramic layer to assure circuit-integrity.
This new range represents a considerable improvement, not only in terms of time
saving and comfort, but also and above all sets a new standard in terms of safety.
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About Nexans
With energy at the basis of its development, Nexans, worldwide expert in the cable industry, offers an
extensive range of cables and cabling solutions. The Group is a global player in the energy
transmission and distribution, industry and building markets. Nexans addresses a wide series of market
segments: from energy and telecom networks to energy resources (wind turbines, photovoltaic, oil and
gas or mining…) to transportation (shipbuilding, aerospace, automotive and automation, railways...).
Nexans is a responsible industrial company that regards sustainable development as integral to its
global and operational strategy. Continuous innovation in products, solutions and services, employee
development and commitment, customer orientation and the introduction of safe industrial processes
with limited environmental impact are among the key initiatives that place Nexans at the core of a
sustainable future.
With an industrial presence in 40 countries and commercial activities worldwide, Nexans employs
25,000 people and had sales in 2011 of 7 billion euros. Nexans is listed on NYSE Euronext Paris,
compartment A.
For more information, please consult: www.nexans.be.
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